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mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 8  3/8  12,5  1 U04580108
 10  3/8  15  1 U04580110
 11  3/8  16,5  1 U04580111
 12  3/8  18  1 U04580112
 13  3/8  19  1 U04580113
 14  3/8  20,5  1 U04580114
 15  1/2  22,5  1 U04580125
 16  1/2  23,5  1 U04580126
 17  1/2  25,5  1 U04580127
 18  1/2  26,5  1 U04580128
 19  1/2  27,5  1 U04580129

458 E/B9

€Q.tà x conf.Cod.

 1

 458 S8

�
gr

LxPxH
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 205x143x47  720  1 U04580013

LxPxH
mm

 110x105x20

 U04580314

 U04580312      

458 E/SE8

€Q.tà x conf.Cod.

 1

458 S20

LxPxH
mm Q.tà x conf.Cod. €

 210x130x60  1

Pullers for damaged nuts and screws
- Helicoidal conic flower profile
- Exceptional grip on damaged nuts
- High resistance steel
- Phosphatized finish
- Square drive 3/8" (8-10-11-12-13-14mm)
- Square drive 1/2" (15-16-17-18-19mm)
- Length 32mm 

Set of grip bits for damaged hexagonal 
screws (9 pcs.)
- Exclusive special profile
- The special design of the grip bits allows you to grip the 

hexagons recessed in any condition: intact or completely 
damaged

- Special steel with phosphated finish
- Including 1/4-1/4" bit holding socket
- Supplied in a compact fabric pouch

Set of 8 conical extractors 
- 458/1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8
- For removing broken stud bolts without surface to grip
- Special Chrome Vanadium steel
- Satin and burnished finish
- Supplied in plastic box

Grip bits for damaged hexagonal screws/ 
2-2,5-3-4-5-6-7-8

458 E8

Empty ABS case - size S 606 S1

Bit-holder sockets 684 1/41

Set of grip bits for damaged hexagonal 
screws (9 pcs.)
- Sizes: 2-2,5-3-4-5-6-7-8
- Exclusive special profile
- The special design of the grip bits allows you to grip the 

hexagons recessed in any condition: intact or completely 
damaged

- Special steel with phosphated finish

Assortment of grip sockets and bits for 
damaged hexagonal screws and nuts 
(20 pcs.)
- Composed of grip sockets and bits for external or 

recessed hexagonal profiles
- They allow you to unscrew screws and hexagonal nuts, 

even if extremely damaged
- Special steel with phosphated finish
- 458 B: grip sockets with 3/8 or 1/2" connection and 

conical helicoidal profile
- 458 E: grip bits with 1/4" connection and exclusive 

special profile
- 1/4-1/4" bit holding socket included
- High resistance ABS case
- Inner foam module

item/sizedescriptionpcs
Pullers for damaged nuts and screws/
8-10-11-12-13-14-15-16-17-18-19

458 B11

Empty bi-colour foam module 519 M 458S20V1

code a

code a

code a

code a

code a

168

CMYK: 45-0-100-0
Colore da utilizzare per codici novità

New item

CMYK: 45-0-100-0
Colore da utilizzare per codici novità

CMYK: 45-0-100-0
Colore da utilizzare per codici novità

EXCLUSIVE 
PROFILE
The special design 
of the grip bits allows
you to grip the hexagons 
recessed in any
condition: intact or 
completely damaged.

GRIP BITS 458 E: 
ALSO EFFECTIVE ON EXTREMELY DAMAGED

SCREWS
DAMAGED SCREWS
When a screw with a hexagon 
socket-head is damaged, 
it is no more possible to  
unscrew it with normal 
hexagonal male keys.
The new 458 E grip bits allow 
to unscrew even screws 
extremely damaged, up to 
98% of the hexagonal profile.
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